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Mesa Tactical introduces new SureShell® shotshell carriers for Remington’s Model V3 

semi-auto tactical shotgun. 

RENO, NV, June 12 2019 – Mesa Tactical, designer and manufacturer of high quality tactical 

accessories and equipment for law enforcement, military and civilian shooters, announces the 

completion and availability of its four and six-shot receiver-mounted SureShell shotshell carriers 

for Remington’s Model V3 tactical shotgun.  

The SureShell shotshell carriers retain the same overall design features, such as Mesa Tactical’s 

exclusive Santoprene™ elastomer shell retention system, and the same streamlined snag-free 

design that’s synonymous with the Company’s professionally endorsed mil-spec hard anodized 

aluminum shotshell carriers. Professional operators who do not require shotshell carriers 

manufactured from mil-spec materials, but who are unwilling to sacrifice quality, performance, 

and durability, will find Mesa Tactical’s polymer shotshell carriers to be an especially attractive 

and economical alternative to the low-cost consumer grade plastic shell holders offered by 

competitors. 

The aluminum shotshell carriers, available in four and six shells, are machined from 6061-T6 

hard anodized aircraft aluminum, the shell holders incorporate an internal elastomer shell 

retention system that eliminates the need for the flexible plastic shell retainers used on 

conventional shell holders. A unique arrangement of custom manufactured threaded fasteners 

secures the shell holder to the shotgun receiver without the risk of stripping threads in the 

aluminum bracket. 

The polymer shotshell carrier system, available in a six shell configuration, features shell holders 

injection molded from glass filled polymer, secured to the receiver by a lightweight aluminum 

backplate with brass threaded inserts. The SureShell Polymer Carrier also includes an innovative 

dual rubber friction system that reliably holds shotshells in place.  

“In addition to our commitment to manufacture products of uncompromising quality, we are also 

committed to a systems approach to product design that affords unusual flexibility and 

adaptability for a variety of end users, especially in the dangerous hard-use environments often 
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encountered by law enforcement and military personnel whose very lives depend on the quality 

and reliability of their gear.” said Zuly Rivera, Marketing Communications Manager. 

Like all Mesa Tactical products, the SureShell Shotshell Carriers are 100% made in the U.S.A., 

available in black, and have a limited lifetime warranty. All Mesa Tactical products can be easily 

installed without requiring modification of the firearm or special gunsmithing skills. 

Features 

 SureShell Carriers can be secured directly to the shotgun’s receiver  

 Aluminum yokes are available in four and six shell configurations; are machined from 

6061-T6 hard anodized aircraft aluminum 

 Polymer yokes are available in six shell configurations only; made from injection molded-

glass filled nylon 

 Secures to lightweight aluminum backplates by brass threaded inserts 

 Innovative rubber friction retention system reliably holds shotshells in place 

 No gunsmithing required; All necessary hardware included 

 Proudly made in USA; Lifetime Warranty 

 MSRP: $49.00 - $75.00  

Prices and availability 

Production models are now available. For more information contact Lucy Espinoza at 714-545-

3332, or sales@mesatactical.com; or visit Mesa Tactical’s website at www.mesatactical.com. 

SKU  Item          MSRP  

95880 - SureShell Aluminum Carrier for Rem V3 (4-Shell, 12-GA)   $70.00  

95890 - SureShell Aluminum Carrier for Rem V3 (6-Shell, 12-GA)  $75.00 

96090 - SureShell Polymer Carrier for Rem V3 (6-Shell, 12-GA)   $49.00  

About Mesa Tactical 

Mesa Tactical’s innovative, rugged and reliable tactical equipment is the choice for law 

enforcement, military and the public to meet real world duty and personal protection 

requirements. Specializing in enhancements for the tactical shotgun, Mesa Tactical's products 

include stocks, forends, shotshell carriers, scope mounts and Picatinny rails. For more 

information on the company’s line of unique, professional-grade products, contact Mesa Tactical 

at 1775 Kuenzli St., Reno, NV, 89502 • Telephone: 714-545-3332 • or visit 

www.mesatactical.com.  
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High quality digital photos can be downloaded from the Mesa Tactical website. 
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SureShell Carriers can be 

secured directly to the 

shotgun’s receiver. 

Aluminum yokes are 

available in four and six 

shell configurations; 
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available in six shell 
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from injection molded-

glass filled nylon. Carriers 

are secured to lightweight 
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